Hey Dad,

Sounds like things are doing great. Here's the short and sweet: Here's the wonderful Mac way. Open up the Address Book. It looks like this and is in the Applications folder. It is prolly also in your dock. If it isn't in the Dock, go to the Finder (which is the first icon in the Dock), and then pick Applications from the Go menu (in the menu bar at the top of the screen).

When that is open, it will look something like the following:
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The list on the left is a bunch of groups. You can make a new group either by clicking on the + at the bottom left of the window or by using the New Group command in the File menu.
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Once you have created the group, you need to populate it. You do this by selecting the "All" entry, clearing any text you have in the search box at the top right, and then dragging whoever you want from the middle column onto the group icon/name in the left column. Here’s an example.

On Mar 3, 2008, at 17:10, Jo Saeta wrote:

Kids: while waiting for Peter to tell us how to make a group for Mom to mail a summary, all is well including Mom who has just returned from the hotel pool so evidently she was able to get out as well as in. It took forever to get here (28 hours?) but we both slept a lot and woke up this morning at 5 am Beijing time ready to hit the buffet (enormous) and then meet Jia Bin for a trip to a gallery, shopping for electrical supplies and lunch. Dinner last night with Jia Bin and Anita was amazing and we can remember most of the menu which no doubt will come in Mom's e mail once we can figure out how to make a group. Maybe I'll try the earthlink
way to make a group rather than this wonderful Mac way. Just a small note on that: at a recent visit to a law office I asked the secretaries if they used word or wordPerfect: they shouted they had both and word Perfect was much the better!! So there. Dad